In spontaneous speech understanding a sophisticated integration of speech recognition and language processing is espceially crucial. However, the two modnles are traditionally designed independently, with independent linguistie rules. In Japanese spc.ech recognition the bunsctsu phrase is the basic processing unit and in language processing the sentence is the basic unit. This difference has made it impracticM to use a unique set of linguistic rules for both types of processing. Further, spontaneous speech contains unexpected utterances other than wellformed sentences, while lingnistic rules for both speech and language processing expect well-formed sentences. They therefore fail to process everyday spoken language. To bridge the gap between speech and language processing, we propose that pauses be treated as phrase demarcators and that the interpausal phrase be the basic common processing unit. And to treat the linguistic l)henoI~l-ena of spoken language properly, we survey relevant features in spontaneous speech data. We then examine the effect of integrating pausal and spontaneous speech phenomena into synt~tctic rules for speech recognition, using 118 sentences. Our experiments show that incorporating pansal phenomena as purely syntactic constraints degrades recognition accuracy considerably, while the additional degradation is minor if some filrther spontaneous speech features are also incorporated.
INTRODUCTION
A spontaneous speech understanding system accepts naturally spoken input and understands its meaning. hi such a system, speechprocessing and language processiug must be integrated in a sophisticated manner. Itowew:r, the integration is not straightforward, as the two are stndied independently art(/ have different processing units. Moreover, spontaneous speech contains unexpected phenomena, such as hesitations, corrections and fragmentary expressions, which thus far have not been treated in linguistic rules.
The most significant concern in speech processing is raising the recognition accuracy. For that purpose, applying linguistic information, e.g. using stochastic models[l l, syntactic rules [2] , sen,antic intbrmation [3] and discourse plan@l], is most promising. In a recent Japanese speech translation system [5] b*lnselsu-based syntactic constraints are successfully applied in the speech processing module [6] 1, However, rules reprel A bunsetsu rouglfly corresponds to a phrase and is the next largest unit after the word. The nunfl)er of words in a phrase ranges from I to 14, art(] the mean numl)er is al)ont 317].
senting the same constraints cannot be used directly in sentence-based language processing, where the primary concern is to understand sentence meaning. In speech recognition, a sequence of words forms a bunselsu and a set of bunseisus then forms a sentence. In language processing, on the other hand, where the sentence is the basic processing unit, treating the main verh aud its complements is usually the core of processing. For the sentence kaigi ni moshikomi tai no desu ga, meauing 'I would like to apply for the conference,' the processing discrepancy is sketched in Although linguistic rules for speech recognition always cope with uncertain l)honeme hypotheses, they still expect well-fornmd speech input, and this is even more true of linguistic rules in language processing. In spontaneous speech, however, there are hesitations, corrections and incomplete utterances which are uot treated in the conventional framework.
In addressing spontaneous speech understanding, two main prohlems must be solved: the absence of common processing components a~s sketched in Figure 1 , and our insufficient knowledge of spontaneous speech features. In this paper, we propose the pause as a phrase demarcator and the interpausal phrase as the basic processing unit. A phrase is naturally demarcated with pauses in spoken language and an interpausal phrase often functions as a meaning unit [8] [9] , in spontaneous speech understanding we must both accept naturally spoken input and understand its lneaning. Use of the pause as a phrase demarcator is advantageous for both of these purposes. Further, we investigate several frequent spontaneous speech fleatures using spontaneous speech data [10] . We then apply tile study to speech recognition. We examine the effect of integrating into syntactic rules pausal phenomena and certain features of spoken language, using 118 test sentences. The corpora consists of 3541 words in total, and contains 440 different words, it has 403 turn-takings, and thus roughly 403 sentences.
ANALYSIS OF SPONTA-NEOUS DIALOGUES
In the multimedia setup, speakers use deictic expressions such as koko and kore meaning "here" and "this," respectively. The dialogues also la~sted longer than those in the telephone-only setup. Itowever, we did not find any further distinct differences between the two setups. We therefore analyse all of the dialogues in tile same way.
For our stndy, transcripts of the spontaneous dialogues have been prepared, and these contain too> photogical tags and turn-taking information. Pause information within turns, i.e., breaths or silences longer than 400 miliseconds, is provided a~s well.
2.2
Pause as a Phrase Demarcator
In Table 2 we illustrate the adequacy of the interpausal phrase as a processing unit with a series of directions to Kyoto station's Karasumachou exit. 3'he entire explanation consists of three turns separated by short response syllables, snch as hat, that do not overlap I,l~e explanation. That is, the speaker paused during these responses. We marked each turn with '/'URN at the end. As a primary demarcator we used pauses and turns. Thus either PAUSE or TURN appears in the second colunm. Further demarcator candidates such as the filled pauses anoo or Pete, the emphasis marker desune and the response syllable hat when overlapping the explanation appear in the third eohmm as FILLED PAUSE, DESUNE and RESPONSE, respectively.
A rough translation follows each interpausal phrase: The length of the processing unit plays an impel rant role in speech recognition. Table 2 shows that alternative demarcator candidates such as FILLED PAUSE and RESPONSE usually cooccur with pauses. In Table 2 , for example, we find only one case where RESPONSE does not eooecur with a pause. Consequently, tile segments within turns bounded by these alternative markers would not be much different from those bounded by pauses; in particular, they would not be nan& shorter or longer. Thus, at least where length is concerned, the combination of PAUSE and TURN seems appropriate and sufficient to mark out phrases. With respect to language processing, Table  2 shows that interpausal phrases are often adequate as translation units, which suggests that such phrases often function as meaning units.
Interpausal phrases typically end with a conjunctive postposition, such ms ya or keredomo; a postpositional phrase; an interjection, such as hat or moshimoshi; the genitive postposition no for adnominals; all adnominal conjugaL|oil forlll; ;t coor(/itmJ.e cot@l-gation form; ~m×iliaries with senl;ence liua[ conjugatiol: form; or a seut,enee final l)arl.icle, such as lea or "ll £.
Features of Spontaneous Dialogues
We studied t, en features of Sl)Ont~mc.ous dialogues which are not, consid(,red iu grammars for weal ['ormed senl;ences [6] [I 1]. (.~Ollstralrlt, s
3.] Linguistic ~ "
To represem; ore' underlying linguistic eonstnfints we adapted existiug synt;wt.ie rules developed for sl)eech recognition [6] . Earlier expcriluents using b'lutselsubased sl)eech input showed 70% sent, ence reeognidon We denote the categories in interpa::sa/ phrase rules in lower-cruse and t, he categories in interpausal phrasebased se:/gellee rllieS il: upper-case.
In the rule set Pause we prepared about d5 l>hrases dmt can end will: a pause:
postpositionaI phrases, COllj:lllCt, ive phrases, adnominM verbal phrases marked with a special conjugation form, phrases that end with a conjunctive postposition, adnominal phrases with the genitive postposition no, and coordinate verbal phrases. The first three rules are as follows:
(<pp-pau> <--> (<pp> <pause>)) (<conj-pau> <--> (<conj> <pause>)) (<vaux-mod-pau> <--> (<vaux-mod> <pause>))
In the rule set Emphasis we prepared seven additional rules for treating the emphasis marker desune, represented as follows:
(<pp-pau> <--> (<pp> <emphasis> <pause>)) (<pp-no-pau> <--> (<pp-no> <emphasis> <pause>))
Methods for combining interpausal phrases to obtain an overall utterance meaning require further study. At this stage we defined a sentence very loosely. It can be an interjection; an interjection followed by a combination of interpausal phrases; or simply a combination of interpausal phrases. To allow fragmentary ntterances, in the rule set Turn, we also introduced a sentence consisting of a nominal phrase, which may contain adnominal phrases. Complete sentences in Turn are defined as follows: Table 4 shows the size and phoneme perplexity of the three sets of rules: A given phoneme string can belong to several categories. For instance, de can be a postposition or a copula conjugation form. The number of different phoneme strings is 503 for Pause and Turn, and 504 for Emphasis.
Speech Recognition Experiment
We conducted a speech recognition experiment with 118 test sentences concerning secretarial services for an international conference. A professional broadcaster uttered the sentences without any special constraints such as pause placement. For our speech recognition parser, we used tIMM-LR[14], which is a combination of generalized LR parsing and Hidden Markov Models (HMM). The system predicts phonemes by using an LR parsing table and drives HMM phoneme verifiers to detect or verify them without any intervening structure such as a phoneme lattice. Linguistic rules for parsing can be written m CFG format.
As mentioned in section 3.1, we explicitly defined rules that can end with pauses in linguistic constraints. According to the pause model, a pause can last from 1 to 150 frames, where a frame lasts 9 reset.
Examples (1) and (2) show the results of ItMMLit. Japanese speech recognition 2. (1) shows sample results of rule set Pause and (2) shows sample results of Turn. The phoneme strings which were actually pronounced are enclosed in I I: I : kaigi-no-P-aNnaisyo-o-omochi-desu-ka 2 : kaigi-ni-P-aNnaisyo-o-omochi-desu-ka 3 : kaigi-ga-P-aNnaisyo-o-omochi-desu-ka > 4: kaigi-no-P-aNnaisyo-wa-P-omoehi-desu-ka 5 : kaigi-ni-P-aNnaisyo-wa-P-omochi-desu-ka In the examples, the symbols >, -, N and P have special meaning: A correctly recognized phrase is marked with >. A word boundary is marked with -. A syllabic nasal is transcribed N. A pause is marked with p.
Example (1) shows typical recognition errors involving postpositions like no, m, ga, and o, which often receive reduced pronunciation in natural speech. The surounding context may aggravate the problem. IIere, for instance, topic marker wa is erroneously recognized as object marker o in the environment; of preceding and subsequent phoneme o. The possible introduction of pauses at such junctures further complicates the recognition problem. Analysis deeper than CFG parsing will often be needed to filter unlikely candidates. Example (2) demonstrates the dangers of allowing postpositional phrases to end utterances. Here, all recognition candidates other than the third are inappropriate postpositional phrases. To recognize the unlikelihood of such candidates, we will need further controls, such as discourse management.
Our resulting sentence speech recognition accuracies are shown in Table 5 . For instance, using rule set Pause, the correct candidate was the highest ranking candidate 50.0 percent of the time, Rank 1, while the correct candidate was among the top ,5 candidates 55.9 percent of the time, Rank 5.
2The maximal amount of the whole beam width, called the global beam width, is set at 100, emd the maximM beau width of each branch, the local beam width, is 12. With the underlying linguistic rules fl)r the three rule sets, earlier experiments had achieved 70% sen-I, ence speech l:ecognition accuracy for speech input with explicit p~mses at bunsets'u bonndaries. Our best, present results tbr spontaneous speech are much more modest: 50%.
'l'~d~le 5 shows that the introduction of the emphasis marker des'uric did not affect processing: as seen in Table 4 , rule set Emphasis has a slightly higher perplexity than Pause, but we had ex~(:tly the same resues for the two. On I;he other hand, the perplexities of Pause and Turn ~re identical, but the treattnent of fragmentary utterances did decrease recognition acClll:acy.
CONCLUSION
2'o treat spontaneous speech understauding we have two main problems: the absence of a common proceasing unit gJ.lld insuflieieilt knowle.dge of spoutarictus speech fcatarea. We have proposed pauses as i)hrase detYlarcatol's and interpausM phrases as common processing units to allow integration of speech recognition and language processing in the processing of spontaneous speech understand[us. We demonstrated the adwmgages of processing based on iutcrpausaI phrases using examples taken from spontameous speech dialogues containing 3,541 words. Using the same data, we studied certain features of spoken language, such as tilled pauses and fragmentary utterances. Based on the study, we prepared three difDrent CFG rule se.ts for preliminary speech recognition experiments. In all three sets, rules have been e×plicitly modified to represent pausal phenomena. Tiw. first set eolltaiiis only such modifications, while the other two sets acid tile addit, ional spontaneous feature each: rise of the emphasis marker desune after a noun phrase or postpositional utterances at the end of a turn. For 118 sel/tences, sel/tence reco~llitioll acctlracy ['or pausebased rules was considerably less than the accuracy obtidned in earlier buTiseisu-based tests using mandatory pauses at b~tn.selslt boundaries; but flirt, her loss of accuracy caused by incorporating the spontaneous features was minor.
We believe that the loss of speech recognition accuracy for sentences seen in our pause-based exper iments is largely due to the difficulties of eombinlug interpausaI phrase hypotheses. Our r/lies curreiltly eombine interpausal phrases in a relatively unconstrained lllS.unerl tlsillg only weak syutactic COllstraiuts. Based vn filrther study of the structures which precede and follow pauses or filled pauses, we hope t.o provide stronger syntactic constraints in the ftit'dre.
